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CYBER SECURITY PROTECTION PACKAGE 



A comprehensive cyber security risk coverage from 
vulnerability test, fixing/patching via secure 
communications and human intervention, integration 
of cyber security training for crew and IT team to 
damage control via PR intervention and insurance 
packages for cyber risks. 

CYBER SECURITY PROTECTION PACKAGE 



THREATS 
“It's not the ques-on whether you get hit, but when.” 



Hacked at sea: Concerns grow for ship, port cyber security 
Monday, February 5, 2018 

For a few weeks last summer, the goods moving through one of its terminals slowed 
to a crawl because of a global cyber attack that originated 4,500 miles away. 
 
The terminal’s operator, APM Terminals, is a subsidiary of the world’s largest 
container shipping company, A.P. Moller-Maersk Group. The company, which 
transports roughly 20 percent of the world’s cargo containers, was among the 
hardest hit by the NotPetya ransomware. NotPetya sprouted in hacked accounting 
software in Ukraine in late June, and by exploiting a weakness in Microsoft Windows 
operating systems, quickly went global as it infected corporate networks and 
locked down the data of contaminated computers. Hackers would usually restore 
access after a ransom payment is made, but NotPetya was engineered to cause 
chaos more than extort funds, cyber security experts say. 
 
Maersk and many other global firms affected, such as FedEx and pharmaceutical 
giant Merck, were not specific targets of the attack, but that didn’t matter. In a 
“heroic effort” over 10 days, Maersk reinstalled 4,000 servers, 45,000 personal 
computers and 2,500 applications, chairman Jim Hagemann Snabe said at the 
World Economic Forum meeting in Davos last month. 



Hacked at sea: Concerns grow for ship, port cybersecurity 
Monday, February 5, 2018 



Projected Cyber-aIacks in 2018  
- A maIer of ‘When’, Not ‘If’? 
December 5, 2017 

While governments point fingers at each other for failing to detect, prevent and/or 
effectively respond to attacks, the cyber-crimes are generating far-reaching 
impacts. The rise in cyber-attacks, as a result of the growth and development of the 
internet, has created problems for almost every industry worldwide, affecting the 
US, UK, EU and Russia the most. 
 
Based on the most recent reports, cyber-attacks are going to be more destructive 
in 2018. The continued pressure placed upon organizations to operate with an 
online presence brings the risk of encountering myriad cyber threats. Information 
Security and IT teams, therefore, will witness many rapidly evolving threats, and 
many new, advanced extortionist methods. Richard Ford, a chief scientist at 
Forcepoint stated that “this has been a tough year, and 2018 is going to be a 
tougher year”, in terms of cyber-attacks. He claims that the increased digital 
footprint will further continue to endanger the survival of the organizations because 
of the lack of awareness and shortfall in technical expertise.  Referring to Ford, due 
to the necessity to keep pace with continually evolving technology, one can 
expect that the year 2018 will witness a significant rise in phishing emails and email 
compromise. 



Hackers took 'full control' of container ship's 
navigaVon systems for 10 hours 
Sunday, November 26, 2017 

In February 2017 hackers reportedly took control of the navigation systems of a 
German-owned 8,250 teu container vessel en route from Cyprus to Djibouti for 10 
hours. "Suddenly the captain could not manoeuvre," an industry source who did not 
wish to be identified told Fairplay sister title Safety At Sea (SAS). "The IT system of the 
vessel was completely hacked." 
  
There are three German shipowners that operate eight vessels between 8,200 and 
8,300 teu, according to IHS Markit data, one of which confirmed knowledge of the 
attack to SAS but denied it was a vessel from their own company.   
  
While details are limited, according to the source, the 10-hour attack was carried 
out by "pirates" who gained full control of the vessel's navigation system intending to 
steer it to an area where they could board and take over. The crew attempted to 
regain control of the navigation system but had to bring IT experts on board, who 
eventually managed to get them  
running again after hours of work. 



VULNERABILITY OF SHIPS 
Modern seagoing ships are vulnerable to 21st Century aFacks: 

'Ransomware' attacks that encrypt 
entire networks and demand a 

ransom in return for the decryption 
key 

Data theft of manifests  
to allow targeted attacks 

Remote control of satellite 
communications systems giving  

full access to all onboard systems 

Denial Of Service attacks  
forcing ships to go offline 

SCADA attacks on legacy 
technology 

Unauthorised Remote control of 
onboard operational technology 

systems 



Yet today's ships have common security weaknesses: 

Admin interfaces exposed to  
the internet for anyone to use 

Malware incidents generally not 
reported – only remote help 

available from HQ 

Ship connections to cheap wifi in 
port, bypassing all protection 

Default passwords across entire 
fleets 

Functions of onboard Firewalls 
disabled 

Anti-virus signatures that  
have never been updated 

Operation Technology (OT) devices 
connected to insecure on-board 

Wi-Fi 
Lack of network segregation 

Systems that haven't  
been patched for years Undetected virus infection 



OSM MARITIME CYBER SECURITY is a specialized risk 
management solution for the assessments of threats and for 
the implementation of control measures to protect critical 
data against cyber attacks on our fleet 
After the flood of worrying recent news and published cases 
of Cyber Security incidents in our Maritime cluster the ship 
owner and -manager is now rightfully very worried what to do 
concretely and how to protect vessel, crew and company in 
the view of clear and present danger and what it would cost 
him.  



While there is no shortage of media coverage and well 
meant advise on what to do we have missed a 
comprehensive service offering from really A-Z much enables 
the client to chose the various aspects and degrees of 
coverage that his vessels/fleets would need according to the 
budgets that may be available for this crucial service offering. 
It is now obvious that the cost and risks in case of a successful 
attack are very substantial and careful preparations need to 
be taken.  
 
In our analysis we have identified 6 crucial elements of the 
protection process. Not all of them may apply to all fleets so 
this is why we have taken the modular shopping cart 
approach. While putting together this comprehensive 
approach we have taken the road of best in class partnership 
to achieve maximum protection results.  



PRAGMA - Leading cyber security company 
 
DNV/GL - For training of crew and onshore personnel 
 
NAVIGATE/HELIX MEDIA - PR intervenUon and handling in case of a hit  
 
HOLMAN & FENWICK (HFW) - Legal support packages 

Choice of best in class partners for our project 



SEAWALL SCAN 

Test ship systems remotely for security weaknesses:  
find vulnerabilities before the attackers do 



REMOTE SCANNING 

Putting security experts on board a ship is really useful, but it can be 
expensive, it only gives a snapshot, and it relies on having experts 
available in all major ports 
 
So we start to develop remote scanning capability 
•  Install software on each PC that regularly scans and reports back 
•  Allows us to build up a picture of the security of the fleet over time.  
•  As soon as any changes are made, we get alerted 
•  Still building up a data set for the OSM fleet, we are looking forward 

to some  
interesting reports 



SEAWALL SCAN 

The security of the ship is only as strong as the weakest link: attackers 
will remotely probe systems through the internet connection looking for 
vulnerabilities they can exploit.  Once they have found one way into 
the network, they can break in and jump from machine to machine 
until they get what they want.  To protect the safety of ships, 
vulnerabilities must be found first and fixed before the bad guys find 
them.   
All this within a typical 8-hour turnaround in port.   
 
Available in the ports of Singapore from Q2/18, and in the ports of 
Shanghai, Rotterdam, Dubai, Al Fujairah, and Houston from Q4/18 
 
We are combining Seawall Test with Seawall Fix to double protection 
for a single price 



SEAWALL TEST 

Test ship systems by physical /inspection for security weaknesses: 
find vulnerabilities before the attackers do 



TESTING 

We decided to look at the security of our own ships.  We had very 
interesting findings as per pentests. 
 
This is similar to what we’re hearing across the industry 
•  DNV Study 

Putting security experts on board the ship turns up some surprising 
results, for example: 
•  one ship has a state of the art firewall on board, but the crew (or IT 

support) have disconnected the wires because it was inconvenient 
•  crew that buy wireless dongles as soon as they reach port because 

it’s cheaper than VSAT: any network protection on VSAT is now 
irrelevant 

•  shows that crew have written down passwords, or are using their 
own USB drives because they don’t understand how to use the 
network securely.   
This type of behavior increases risk to the ship 



SEAWALL TEST 

Seawall Test will put a team of expert penetration testers on ships to 
review the security of all networked systems, using state of the art 
testing tools.  
 
On-board tests simulate the risk posed by an informed insider, including 
employees, service providers, and other internal users. Like in external 
Seawall Scan, we will use our methodology to perform security testing.  
 
A detailed report specifying all vulnerabilities, with clear instructions on 
how to fix them, ranking each one by risk will be given to know what to 
fix first.  
All this within a typical 8-hour turnaround in port. 



Vessel Pentest, 
Vulnerability Analysis 













SEAWALL CONSULT 

  Risk evaluation, conceptualization for owners/ship manages/CIOs 
IT manages on high level for creating awareness and evaluating 

suitable comprehensive solutions/packages for fleet. 



SEAWALL CONSULT 

Shipowner/Managers don’t want to wait for the inevitable. If there are 
security concerns, that are trying to prevent or react to security 
breaches or simply need tailored consultation, the SeaWall Consult 
service provides: 
 
•  preparation and clarity on threats that may  be face and, 
•  experts on hand primed to investigate or give advice 
  

 
This enables containing issues when they arise, before they cause 
lasting financial or reputational damage. 



SEAWALL FIX 

Blitz common vulnerabilities: hit 80% of the problem for 20% of the 
cost. Fixing and Patching as a clean-up and preparation for 

effective monitoring. 



SEAWALL FIX 

Some security vulnerabilities are complex, highly technical, and need 
dedicated experts to fix.  But there is a core set of vulnerabilities common to the 
Maritime industry that can be fixed quickly and easily.  Based on the lessons we 
have learned from our work protecting the world's shipping fleets, and based 
on our team's expertise in cyber security, we maintain a list of high risk problems 
that we see again and again on vessels. Seawall Fix will put a team of expert 
security consultants on ships to patch, protect and lock down systems against 
the threats that all hackers know about, to give an instant boost in protection. 
All this within a typical 8-hour turnaround in port.   
 
Available in the ports of Singapore from Q2/18, and in the ports of Shanghai, 
Rotterdam, Dubai, Al Fujairah, and Houston from Q4/18 
 
 



SEAWALL PROTECT 

Hackers can't attack the ship if they can't get to the ship. Continuous 
verification of communication and irregularities via cloud and 

immediate human intervention for attack/casualty cases. 



PROTECTION 

It’s nice to know what the problems are, but it’s also a bit scary.  Now we need 
to fix some of these issues 
 
Some of the issues are highly complex and require expert assistance to fix.  
•  Need to work out when the systems are available to fix, and the remaining 

effective life of the systems 
•  Prioritise the remediation work by risk: hit the high risk problems on high risk 

systems first 
•  For a large fleet it may be more effective to roll out a new, more secure, 

standard platform than to fix each issue individually 
 
But most of the issues seem to be common across the fleet:  
e.g. system patching, USB access, passwords. 
•  We are building up a standard set of fixes that we can apply quickly and 

effectively across the fleet – hit 80% of the problem for 20% of the cost 



SEAWALL PROTECT 

When ships connects to the internet it is visible to anyone who knows how to 
look.  Hackers use scripts to constantly scour the internet looking for systems that 
they know how to attack, including VSAT systems, legacy SCADA Operational 
Technology systems, and especially Windows PCs that are not perfectly up to 
date.  Seawall Protect routes all of the internet traffic to our Security Operations 
Center, and through our industry-leading Firewall, Intrusion Detection, and Anti-
Virus systems, giving strong and stable protection month after month.  Our 
secure gateway is monitored by a team of security experts who are able to 
respond quickly and effectively when an attack starts, shutting it down before it 
becomes a problem to the ship.  New threats develop every day, and unless 
protection is kept current, the latest attacks will slip past the protection: Seawall 
Protect is updated daily against new threats detected and analysed by some 
of the industry's biggest names in Cyber Security, ensuring up to date  
protection every day 
 
Available globally from Q2/18 



SEAWALL TRAIN 

Dedicated packages of on-board online training for crew by DNV-
GL with certificates, training facilities for onshore IT personnel  

in various locations 



SEAWALL TRAIN 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH DNV GL MARITIME ACADEMY, CYBER 
SECURITY TRAINING FOR SEAFARERS, SHORE STAFF AND IT 
RESPONSIBLE. 
 
Create a security culture, where people are aware of the assets value 
for corporate operations and impact of their decisions and actions on 
the state of cyber security. 
 
•  How to manage Insider threats  
•  Cyber Security operations and staff  
•  Cyber security awareness eye opening 



Best in class cyber security training conducted and cerUfied by  
DNV GL MariUme Academy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

MARITIME CYBER SECURITY 
AWARENESS E-LEARNING 

 
Addresses the single most important issue in 
cyber security – staff awareness. Designed to 
be easy to use and understand, for fast 
deployment to ship crew and shore staff world 
wide. 
 
 
This course is in compliance with the new 
TMSA 3 element of MariUme Security. 
 
•  Usage is available one year from the point 

of purchase  

•  Access to DNV GL MariUme Academy’s 
Learning Management System 

•  There is no minimum number of users 
required to start the program.    
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
CYBER SECURITY IN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY 

–  CLASS ROOM TRAINING 
 

Learn in more depth about mariUme cyber 
security regulaUons and cyber security 
terminology. Recognise malware types and be 
able to idenUfy threats or vulnerabiliUes. Learn 
how to organize company awareness measures 
and eliminate risks. 
 
•  Relevance of cyber security to everyone 

working in the mariUme sector 
•  RegulaUons / standards 
•  Types of aFackers and threats (i.e. malware, 

viruses and spyware, use of removable 
media (USBs), risks of social networking 

•  MoUves of aFackers and threats 
•  Incidents already reported - Handling cyber-

aFacks 
•  HolisUc protecUve approach 
•  Fundamentals of detecUon of cyber-aFacks 
•  Fundamentals of incident management 
•  Experience input from customer projects 
 

 
 
  

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Testaccount DNV GL Academy Singapore

Cyber Security Awareness
on 29 November 2017

4S[IVIH�F]�8'4(*��[[[�XGTHJ�SVK

DNV GL’s Mari-me Academy won the 
“Excellence in Training Award” at the Lloyd’s 
List Asia Pacific Awards presented on 26 
October 2017  



In a normal marine environment, professional marine PR support 
has to be contracted on an annual standby basis. SeaWall has 
negotiated with the leading global intervention company case 
based models and pricing structures to protect reputations and 

positive communication problem solving. 

PR INTERVENTION 



PR: OpUonal Service Component PR Support 
Market leading PR intervenUon company ready and on standby to assist incase of casualty 

1.  Act as media responders on behalf of a company in relation to a cyber 
incident or threat of an incident 

2.  Advise company involved on media strategy , statements, what to say 
and what not to say 

3.  Write and issue media statements on behalf of the company , fend media 
inquiries and brief individual journalists on a one on one basis 

4.  Prepare , manage and execute a media briefing if needed* 

5.  Give media training and counseling to senior management who would 
be speaking to media* 



PR & LEGAL ON STANDBY 

We need legal assistance for the case of casualty. The 
challenge here is that in the market after our 
screening we can find maritime Lawyers or cyber 
security legal people quite easily, but to find 
specialists that are very experienced in both 
challenges proved to be difficult.  
 
After thorough screening and best in class approach 
we have decided to work with law firm Holman 
Fenwick (HFW) with good results  
They are putting together a preferential package 
where their dedicated specialists would assist on a 
stand by basis with agreed fees 



Meet The Team Behind  
The Seawall Cyber Security Project 

PETER SCHELLENBERGER 

Managing Director 
OSERV Pte Ltd 

GEOFF LEEMING 

M.Sc. 

 

MANISH CHAWDA 

Partner, Head of Cyber 
Security Risk, Pragma 



Q&A 
Q: Will Seawall Protect still work in port? 
 
A: Seawall Protect client software runs on your on-board PCs and protects them 
no matter what internet connection they are using.  Even if you switch to local 
wifi in port to save cost, you will still be protected by the same industry-leading 
protection. 
 
Q: Can you test ships at sea? 
 
A: Seawall Test can be run against any vessel with an internet connection, to 
give you a hacker's-eye view of the vulnerabilities of your systems.  For best 
results we will put an expert testing crew on board your ship when it is back in 
port to ensure we get a 360-degree view of all your systems 
 
Q: Will Seawall defend me against all security threats? 
A: Seawall Protect is intended to defend you against cyber threats from your 
internet connection.  It does not defend you against accidental or deliberate 
actions by your on-board crew who have direct access to your IT systems.  We 
recommend Seawall Training for your crew to help them learn how to work 
safely on computer systems to help you manage your risk 



Q&A 

Q: Am I defended against zero-day threats? 
 
A: A zero-day threat is an attack against a vulnerability previously unknown to 
security researchers.  Because Seawall uses industry-leading security software 
backed by an international team of security researchers, we have some of the 
best protection from zero-day in the business: our partner research team are 
always amongst the top performers in detection of and protection against new 
threats.  And due to its immense global user base, as soon as one client is 
attacked, protection is updated globally to protect us all  
 
Q: Is the Seawall Protect gateway secure? 
 
A: Seawall Protect runs on an operating system designed to meet the security 
requirements of governments and large corporations, certified to FIPS 140-2 and 
Common Criteria EAL4 CC standards.  It runs in a high-availability resilient 
configuration in data centers certified to ISO 27001 and subject to regular 
SOC-2 audits.   



Q&A 

Q: What happens if I am attacked? 
 
A: While Seawall significantly reduces your risk, no security is 100% effective and 
attacks will very occasionally get through.  In a crisis response situation, Seawall 
PR and Legal teams are ready to provide an experienced response, our cyber 
security response team can advise remotely or be deployed to the nearest port 
(at additional cost), and Seawall insurance policies are there to cover losses 
(within coverage limits) 
 
Q: Why is your gateway on shore, not on the vessel? 
 
A: Managing security on shore gives significant operational and safety benefits.  
By managing security across your fleet in one place, we can update protection 
swiftly and effectively when new attacks are discovered and every minute 
counts; we can ensure consistent coverage, so no boat gets left behind; and 
by taking your gateway off the bridge, we guard against accidental disabling 
of your security by untrained crew 



Q&A 

Q: Do I need to protect my operational technology systems? 
 
A: Yes: these can be the most safety-critical systems on board and therefore the 
represent the highest risk from cyber-attack.  An attack on a crew PC will cause 
unwanted business disruption, but an attack on a navigation system or a 
ballasting system could put the vessel and its crew in immediate danger.  In 
recent years, hackers have been increasingly targeting SCADA systems, the 
industrial control systems that manage operational technology onshore and 
offshore, and many of these legacy protocols were designed in the years 
before security became an issue.   


